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Abstract
The application of machine translation in the field of poetry has always presented significant
challenges. Conventional machine translation techniques are inadequate for capturing and
translating the unique style of poetry. The absence of a parallel poetry corpus and the dis-
tinctive structure of poetry further restrict the effectiveness of traditional methods. This paper
introduces a zero-shot method that is capable of translating poetry style without the need for
a large-scale training corpus. Specifically, we treat poetry translation as a standard machine
translation problem and subsequently inject the poetry style upon completion of the translation
process. Our injection model only requires back-translation and easily obtainable monolingual
data, making it a low-cost solution. We conducted experiments on three translation directions
and presented automatic and human evaluations, demonstrating that our proposed method out-
performs existing online systems and other competitive baselines. These results validate the
feasibility and potential of our proposed approach and provide new prospects for poetry trans-
lation.

1 Introduction

The process of translating poetry presents an intricate challenge within the field of machine
translation. The prevalence of the neural machine translation (NMT) paradigm (Vaswani et al.,
2017), which necessitates copious amounts of data to effectively train a model capable of pro-
ducing accurate translations (Koehn and Knowles, 2017). Unfortunately, the availability of
parallel corpora that can be leveraged towards the training of a robust poetry translation system
is currently inadequate. On the other hand, poetry is a manifestation of the unique imagination
and creativity of the poet, as well as their distinctive writing style. As Chakrabarty et al. (2021)
has pointed out, although NMT systems may succeed in translating the essence meaning of the
poetry, the translation process inevitably disregards the writing style.

As a result, two distinct research paths have emerged within the field of poetry transla-
tion. In an effort to preserve the poet’s distinctive writing style, Genzel et al. (2010) initially
employed statistical machine translation, with a focus on maintaining the rhythm of the original
∗Corresponding Author.
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Figure 1: An illustration of the proposed zero-shot poetry translation method.

work. This approach was subsequently refined by Ghazvininejad et al. (2018), who introduced
the additional constraints of rhythm and rhyme into neural poetry translation. This yielded an
acceptability rate of 78.2% in terms of translation quality. Additionally, Yang et al. (2019) ex-
plored the use of unique tokens to govern the structure of the translated poetry. Meanwhile,
From the perspective of overcoming the low-resource challenge, researchers have been proved
to be an effective method by utilizing out-of-domain data, such as song lyrics (Shen et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2019). However, the existence of gaps in genre and writing style between poetry and
other forms of text, improvements made to current poetry do not necessarily result in significant
advancements. This is because these methods remain limited to enhancing the representation of
general domain text, rather than enabling the model to comprehend the intricate patterns present
in poetry. Encouragingly, as Chakrabarty et al. (2021) has provided poetic parallel corpora and
demonstrated that fine-tuning with such data can greatly enhance the model’s ability to adapt
in poetry translation. Regrettably, the collection of parallel text and the construction of corpora
are prohibitively expensive for research purposes. To address the aforementioned concerns in
a cost-effective manner, we proposed a novel zero-shot method for poetry translation that con-
sists of two stages. During the first stage, the model concentrates on learning to translate general
domain text, thereby guaranteeing the preservation of the meaning of the source sentence and
the fluency of the generated translation. In the second stage, the model acquires the ability
to inject poetic style into the sentences generated in the first stage, resembling the process of
style transfer (Huang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Malmi et al., 2020). To achieve this goal,
we collected over 2 million poetry texts in the target languages, including English, Portuguese,
and Chinese. We utilized a back-translation approach to separate the poetic style, resulting in
a pseudo-parallel corpus that goes from general text to poetry text. Our proposed method out-
performs several competitive baselines, as evidenced by both automatic evaluation metrics and
human evaluation results.

The contributions of our work are as follows:

• We are the first to propose a new approach for poetry translation without requiring a paral-
lel poetry corpus. And the proposed method can be extended to other language pairs with
monolingual data.

• We proposed a new human evaluation framework for poetry translation (Section 3.3) and
invited several professional poets to evaluate the translation results.

• We will release the collected monolingual data and the created pseudo-parallel corpus for
the purpose of research.

2 Methodology

To overcome the current absence of parallel poetry corpus, a zero-shot poetry translation method
was proposed. As displayed in Figure 1, the proposed approach comprises of two distinct stages:
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ordinary translation and style injection.

2.1 Related work
Poetry translations continue to predominantly rely on parallel corpora. To address this, one po-
tential approach is to explore alternative datasets that share similar attributes to train the model
effectively (Shen et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019). Utilizing a multilingual parallel poetry corpus
for fine-tuning pre-trained models has demonstrated promising results, indicating that poetry
within a language family can be more effectively modeled through this approach (Chakrabarty
et al., 2021). Furthermore, by leveraging the available dataset, modifying the model’s mecha-
nism or incorporating specific notations can enhance its ability to grasp the underlying structure
of the poem more effectively (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019).

Text style transfer is the process of modifying the style of a sentence by rephrasing the orig-
inal sentence in a different style while retaining its original meaning (Toshevska and Gievska,
2021). Until now, recent research has focused on a certain area of style transfer, such as Per-
sonal style (Pennebaker et al., 2003; Argamon et al., 2003; Peersman et al., 2016), Formality
(Sheikha and Inkpen, 2010; Heylighen and Dewaele, 1999), Politeness (Brown et al., 1987;
Andersson and Pearson, 1999; Chhaya et al., 2018), Offensiveness Pavlopoulos et al. (2019);
Zampieri et al. (2019), Genre (Dewdney et al., 2001) and Sentiment (Russell, 1980; Susanto
et al., 2020). Indeed, there are various methods utilized in different areas for achieving text
style transfer. These methods may vary depending on the specific domain or application. Es-
tablishing a pseudo-parallel corpus by using an augmentation method such as back-translation
is one direction of style transfer (Zhang et al., 2020b). Representation learning involves feeding
sentences with a particular input style into the encoder while embedding the target style into
the decoder. This enables the generation of desired outputs with different styles (Zhang et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2020). One approach to text style transfer involves removing certain words
or adjusting the latent representation of a sentence, followed by regenerating the sentence to
alter its style (Li et al., 2018; Sudhakar et al., 2019). The advantage of this method lies in
its effectiveness in effectively changing the style compared to representation learning methods.
However, one common challenge is that the model may struggle to maintain the same meaning
of the sentences and may introduce grammar errors during the style transfer process.

2.2 Formulation
Given a poetry text x in the source language, the neural poetry translation model parameterized
with θ generates the translation ŷ in the target language based on the conditional probability:

ŷ = argmax

I∏
i=1

logP (yi|y<i,x; θ) (1)

Through the comparison of the golden truth x and the model hypothesis y, the optimization
of the model parameters θ occurs during the training process. We argue that the acquisition
of robust parameters θ, necessary for the production of high-quality poetry translation y, is a
formidable task due to the aforementioned challenges. The primary obstacle in poetry transla-
tion lies in the model’s requirement to not only translate the intended meaning accurately but
also to adhere to the structural and stylistic conventions of the target language’s poetry. This
poses a significant translated challenge in terms of wording and sentence structure. Further-
more, directly translating the source language poetry text may result in the loss of the poem’s
intended meaning, due to the agency of the poetry text. This risk of meaning loss is further
compounded by the inherent difficulty in producing high-quality translations when working
with a single line of a poem at a time, as this approach lacks the necessary contextual and struc-
tural information to accurately convey the intended meaning, regardless of whether the source
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失去脉搏的心[N]砰地跳了起来
（A heart, which had lost its pulse, is 

suddenly jumpstarted to life.）

A sentence

A heart, which had lost its pulse, is 
suddenly jumpstarted to life.

Translated into other language

[1]一颗已经失去脉搏的心脏突然被启动，
恢复了生命。

(A heart that had lost its pulse was suddenly 
activated and brought back to life.)

Back-translation

失去脉搏的心
（A heart, which had lost its pulse,）

砰地跳了起来
（jumped up with a bang.）

A stanza of poem

Stanzaization

Back-Translation dataset

Figure 2: An illustration of poetry stanzaization process and back-translation process. The
token known as “[number] serves the purpose of indicating the number of line breaks present in
the original poems.

language or target language text is read.
Consequently, to address these challenges, as displayed in Figure 1, a two-stage translation

approach is proposed, utilizing two distinct models, namely θtrans and θstyle. In the first stage,
model θtrans is employed to translate the source sentence x into ordinary text ŷgeneral. In the
subsequent stage, model θstyle is utilized to inject the ordinary text with poetic style, producing
the poetic text ŷ.

2.3 Poetry Stanzaization

A stanza is a fundamental poetry unit comprised of poetic lines that follow a specific principle or
set of principles, such as syntax, meter, alliteration, lineation, or arc of thought. In some poetry
styles, a stanza is created through end rhymes. The identification of stanzas is based on their
intervals and other units of lines before and after them, often mirroring the first stanza. Stanzas
possess a periodic nature, directing readers through a poem’s text with their organized lines
and transitions between stanzaic intervals. The line serves as both a rhythmical and structural
unit, perceptible to both readers and listeners of poetry. Traditional mechanisms of closure are
employed to delimitate stanzas from each other. As a unit of measure, a stanza is connected to
adjacent units to form higher-level structures, while functioning as a structure built of lower-
level poetic lines.

In order to guarantee the preservation of the meaning of poetry during the two-stage trans-
lation process, it is suggested that the stanza be encoded with the assistance of an additional
signal. More specifically, as shown in Figure 2, the verse (or stanza) contains two lines. There-
fore, a stanzaization process was utilized to properly handle the poem. the two sentences are
concatenated into “A heart, which had lost its pulse, is suddenly jumpstarted to life.” The token
“[N]” is primarily utilized to represent the place after the stanzaization process, where the line
break occurs. Furthermore, it is utilized to guarantee the model’s consistent translation of an
equivalent number of lines of poetry, thereby ensuring the consistency of evaluation conditions.
In addition, when applying the stanzaization process to poetic works that are often written in a
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prose-like style, the resulting outcomes will typically consist of long sentences. To prevent the
issue of excessively long spliced sentences, any sentence exceeding 100 words will be divided
into shorter sentences based on punctuation or the natural ending point of the original sentence.
The objective is to maximize the preservation of the sentence’s meaning while minimizing the
frequency of sentence cuts.

2.4 Stage I: Ordinary Translation
To acquire an ordinary translation model θtrans, there exist three candidate systems, namely
online system1, in-house trained system, and pre-trained system23. In order to ascertain the
preferred choice of an ordinary translation model, we employed English-to-Chinese translation
tasks as our experimental framework. Our team opted to utilize the WMT’17 English⇒Chinese
shared task data4 to train our in-house systems, with the intention of securing a competitive
translation model. In order to evaluate the performance of these systems, we compared them
using the WMT’17 English⇒Chinese test set and determined their F-score via BERTScore
Zhang et al. (2020a). Our results indicate that the online system achieved the highest perfor-
mance on the test set5, and as such, we have selected it to serve as the translation model for the
first stage of our method for all languages.

2.5 Stage II: Style Injection
The utilization of Back-Translation (BT) is a prevalent technique in establishing a pseudo-
parallel corpus that serves as an input for training the style injection model. One advantage
of the BT method is that it only requires easily obtainable monolingual data, thereby reducing
the need for costly parallel corpus construction. It is widely recognized that the era, experi-
ence, and emotional state of poets play a profound role in the style of their poemsYu and Liu
(2021). Nonetheless, Rabinovich et al. (2017) research has revealed that sentences generated
by machine translation tend to adopt the stylistic features of the machine translation process
itself, rather than the specific style of the original author. Therefore, another benefit is that sen-
tences generated through BT tend to adopt the stylistic features of machine translation, which
can facilitate the injection of poetic style into the translated sentences. To illustrate, Figure 2
displayed the use of an online system to apply the BT method and establish a pseudo-parallel
poetry corpus.

The monolingual poetry text ypoe in the target language is subjected to the BT method
through an online system, resulting in the generation of an ordinary text y∗

general, which can be
formulated as: ypoe → xgeneral → y∗

general. The sentence pair {y∗
general,ypoe}, comprising

the original poetry text ypoe and its back-translated counterpart y∗
general, is employed as the

source and target data for training the style injection model θstyle. Furthermore, we incorporate
an additional measure to our methodology by placing a distinct token labeled “[number]” at the
beginning of each sentence. This token is used to indicate the number of lines present in each
stanza, thereby providing an added layer of control over the overall structure of the poetic style.
For example, as shown in Figure 2,“[1]” denotes that there are two lines in the current stanza.
If only one line in the stanza the token will display “[0]”.

One potential weakness of poetry stanzaization is that it will decrease the amount of train-
ing data because it merges multiple lines into one training instance. For example, the 1.6M mod-
ern Chinese poetry lines become 30K long sentences after applying the stanzaization process.

1https://fanyi.baidu.com
2https://huggingface.co/Helsinki-NLP/opus-mt-en-zh
3https://huggingface.co/facebook/m2m100 418M
4http://www.statmt.org/wmt17/translation-task.html
5Pre-trained: 0.742; In-house:0.809; Baidu Online System: 0.832
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Figure 3: An illustration of Iterative Back-translation (IBT) process.

We have noted that certain words found within poems possess additional nuances of meaning
that cannot be accurately conveyed through the back-translation process. Additionally, the act
of performing back-translations may also result in alterations to the original intended meaning.
Consequently, it is not uncommon for some of the generated sentences to contain erroneous
meanings. Hence, we further use Iterative Back-translation Hoang et al. (2018) to augment
the data for training θstyle. Hoang et al. (2018) introduced the Iterative Back-translation (IBT)
methodology, and according to his approach, duplicating the bilingual corpus and appending
it to the corpus dataset can be advantageous to the training model without any detrimental im-
pact. Intuitively, the back-translation method is utilized to generate the pseudo-parallel dataset.
The act of implementing the iterative back-translation method to enrich the dataset holds the
potential to improve the model’s capabilities and enhance its overall performance. As shown
in Figure 3, IBT repeats the BT process to establish an extensive pseudo-parallel corpus for
building a better translation system, and augmenting the pseudo-data by IBT is also a direct and
inexpensive method. It is also helpful to improve the robustness of the style injection system by
providing diverse pseudo-data.

3 Experimental Settings

We conduct experiments on English, Portuguese, and Chinese poetry translation task to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

3.1 Dataset
In this study, we have compiled a comprehensive collection of poetry in different languages.
Specifically, a significant corpus of 1.6M sentences of modern Chinese poetry was collected,
which was subsequently subjected to the process of stanzaization, resulting in a final compi-
lation of 300k lines. Regarding the English and Portuguese poetry, we have refrained from
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Lanugage Split Train Dev Test

Chinese

BT 300K

3K 876ConPP 300K
UnPP 300K
PSen 275K

English

BT 290K

1K 100ConPP 270K
UnPP 270K
PSen 270K

Portuguese

BT 380K

1K 100ConPP 350K
UnPP 350K
PSen 350K

Table 1: Statistics of the pseudo-parallel corpora used to train style injection model. The
BT corpus {y∗

general,ypoe} is built by back-translation. The ConPP {y∗
general,y

′

poe}, UnPP
{y∗

general, ŷpoe}, and PSen {y−
general,ypoe} refer to Controllable Pseudo-Poems corpus, Un-

controllable Pseudo-Poems corpus, and Pseudo-Sentences corpus respectively. These corpora
are built by iterative back-translation.

categorizing them based on style and instead collected a total of 290K and 380K stanzas, re-
spectively. The primary sources of data for this compilation were online platforms, including
forums67, website89, and other online resources1011.

Table 1 shows the statics of pseudo-parallel data used to train style injection model θstyle,
including BT data and several IBT data variants.

• Controllable Pseudo-Poems (ConPP): The synthetic parallel corpus {y∗
general,y

′

poe} is
built by applying iterative translation to translate the y∗

general by prepending a “[num-
ber]” token before the ypoe, which eventually produces a new synthetic parallel corpus
as: y∗

general → y
′

poe.

• Uncontrollable Pseudo-Poems (UnPP): The synthetic parallel corpus {y∗
general, ŷpoe}

is built by applying iterative translation to translate the y∗
general without prepending the

“[number] token before the ŷpoe.

• Pseudo-Sentences (PSen): The synthetic parallel corpus {y−
general,ypoe} is built by ap-

plying iterative translation to translate the ypoe into the y−
general in the IBT process, which

can be formulated as: ypoe → y−
general.

To create the test sets for both the one-stage and two-stage models, a random selection
of 200 English poems (comprising 876 stanzas in total) was made from the English-Chinese
Poetry Translation Website12. The test set of Portuguese poems and English poems translated

6http://www.chinawriter.com.cn/
7https://poets.org/poems
8http://www.zgshige.com/
9https://allpoetry.com/
10http://vvchem.com/
11https://www.luso-poemas.net/
12www.poetrysky.com
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from English and Chinese respectively, are randomly selected 100 stanzas in total. As for the
training of the various style injection models, the aforementioned test set was employed, with
a random selection of 3,000 stanzas of modern Chinese poetry, 1,000 stanzas of English and
Portuguese poetry serving as the validation set.

3.2 Model Training
Transformer architecture Vaswani et al. (2017) implemented by fairseq toolkit13 is used to train
the in-house NMT system, style injection and iterative back-translation models with shared
vocabulary of 30K BPE Sennrich et al. (2015) tokens. Both the encoder and decoder block
consist of 6 layers with 8 attention heads. The embedding size and hidden size are set to 512.
We train all the models with a learning rate of 3e-5 and use 16K tokens per batch.

3.3 Evaluation
As for the automatic evaluation, we use BLEU and BERTScore to evaluate the performance
of different MT systems. Furthermore, the evaluation method BERTScore calculates a sen-
tence’s score depending on the contextualized embedding similarity of references and system
results, which could better understand each token’s meaning during the sentence than the BLEU
method, and more similar to the human evaluation score Zhang et al. (2020a). We report the
recall score (BS.R), precision score (BS.P), and F1 (BS.F) score of the BERTScore respectively.
For human evaluation, given the absence of any preceding research on evaluation metrics for po-
etry translation, our study relied upon human evaluation as a way to acquire more objective and
authentic evaluations. We invited experts in the field of modern Chinese poetry to modify the
evaluation framework proposed by Yi et al. (2018), and proposed a new evaluation framework
that comprises five distinct perspectives:

• Poeticity: The translated poem exhibits a structure and poetic quality that is consistent
with the poetry style of the target language.

• Fluency: The translated poem employs the diction and grammar that are characteristic of
the poetry in the target language.

• Coherence: The meaning translated in the content of the translated poem is equivalent to
that of the original poem in the source language.

• Meaningfulness: Translating poetry entails conveying a significant meaning and message.

• Overall Impression: For the overall impression score of the translated poem.

We randomly selected 30 Chinese poems and then asked four experts in the field of poetry
to evaluate four types of translation generated by humans, the online system, “BT” model, and
“IBT:ALL” model, respectively. The evaluation was conducted in a blind way, i.e., the experts
did not know the type of translation during the evaluation process.

4 Main Results

Table 2 illustrates that the injection of poetic style using the model trained with all the IBT
variants, following the utilization of the online translation system, outperforms the one-stage
and other two-stage baselines. This superiority is further confirmed by the results of the human
evaluation presented in Table 3, despite all the automatic translation methods being unable to
surpass human translation. The automatic evaluation and human evaluation results serve as
evidence for the efficacy of the two-stage translation approach, with particular emphasis on the
effectiveness of the style injection model compare to the online system.
13https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq/
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English ⇒ Modern Chinese Chinese ⇒ English English ⇒ Portuguese
BLEU BS.P BS.R BS.F BLEU BS.P BS.R BS.F BLEU BS.P BS.R BS.F

One-stage Neural Poetry Translation
Pre-trained Transformer 7.62 71.4 70.1 70.6 11.46 81.6 81.2 81.3 12.82 74.8 75.3 75.0
Baidu Online system 14.23 74.6 74.7 74.5 18.87 83.5 83.5 83.4 18.62 77.0 77.8 77.4

Two-stage Neural Poetry Translation
BT 11.69 76.4 76.1 76.2 19.05 85.5 85.0 85.2 18.64 78.0 78.6 78.2
IBT:All 14.04 78.3 77.7 77.9 19.34 86.5 85.8 86.1 19.04 78.7 78.7 78.5
IBT:PSen 12.08 76.7 76.4 76.5 19.54 86.2 85.7 86.0 17.70 79.0 79.1 78.9
IBT:ConPP 12.29 76.8 76.6 76.6 18.28 85.4 85.1 85.2 19.72 78.9 79.0 78.8
IBT:UnPP 14.35 78.2 77.6 77.9 17.93 86.2 85.7 86.0 18.81 78.3 78.6 78.3

Table 2: Statistics of the pseudo-parallel corpora used to train style injection model. The
BT corpus {y∗

general,ypoe} is built by back-translation. The ConPP {y∗
general,y

′

poe}, UnPP
{y∗

general, ŷpoe}, and PSen {y−
general,ypoe} refer to Controllable Pseudo-Poems corpus, Un-

controllable Pseudo-Poems corpus, and Pseudo-Sentences corpus respectively. These corpora
are built by iterative back-translation. The IBT:ALL refers train style injection model by using
all corpus.

5 Analysis

As shown in Table 2, regarding the second stage of neural poetry translation, it was observed
that the scores achieved for the English and Chinese poems were higher than those attained for
the Portuguese poems. This may be attributed to the fact that the stylistic obviously differences
between the Chinese and English poems were more pronounced. Consequently, the stylistic
injected in these poems became more evident. Nonetheless, it is important to take into consid-
eration that the golden poems were translated by a translator who may not possess a thorough
understanding of the poetic style in the target language. As such, we speculate that better results
can be achieved in terms of transferring poetic style by leveraging the additional Chinese poetry
that has been translated from other languages during the training process.

Poeticity Fluency Coherence Meaningfulness Impression

Human Translation 3.54 3.76 3.79 3.65 3.69
Baidu Online System 2.95 3.06 3.05 2.91 3.00
BT 3.15 3.17 3.23 3.21 3.21
IBT:ALL 3.17 3.18 3.25 3.16 3.24

Table 3: Human evaluation of the selected 30 poems (English⇒Modern Chinese). Bold val-
ues denote the highest scores of each evaluation perspective, and underlined values denote the
highest scores of each evaluation perspective among the neural poetry translation systems.

Based on the results of the human evaluation, Table 3 demonstrates that the models’ ca-
pacity to translate modern Chinese poetry exceeds that of the most advanced online translation
systems. The “BT” model stands out for its superior capacity to conserve the meaning of poetry,
while the “IBT:ALL” model particularly excels in preserving the poetic nature of the text. This
may be attributed to the continuous superimposition of poetic imagery during the process of
data enhancement, which enables the “IBT:ALL” model to effectively capture the poeticity of
the text. Conversely, the process of data enhancement may introduce incomplete or even incor-
rect meanings, which can impact the ability of the “IBT:ALL” model to preserve the meaning
of poetry during translation, thus rendering it inferior to the “BT” model in this regard.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduces a zero-shot poetry translation method, which reduces the difficulty of the
whole poetry translation by splitting the process of translating the meaning of the poem and
translating the poetic meaning in poetry translation. The proposed method also avoids the dis-
advantage of lack of parallel poetry corpus and reduces the cost of training. The experimental
results, derived from both automatic and human evaluation, provide evidence of the efficacy
of our proposed method. In the poetry translation, the model achieved superior outcomes in
comparison to contemporary online systems. Moreover, the proposed technique was evaluated
by humans and found to inject poetic meaning into the translated poems, thereby bringing them
closer to the standards of human translation and aligning more closely with human expecta-
tions for poetry. Moving forward, our future work will focus on exploring the potential of our
proposed method on more languages.
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